By developing the method of multipliers, we establish sufficient conditions which guarantee the total absence of eigenvalues of the Laplacian in the half-space, subject to variable complex Robin boundary conditions. As a further application of this technique, uniform resolvent estimates are derived under the same assumptions on the potential. Some of the results are new even in the self-adjoint setting, where we obtain quantummechanically natural conditions.
Introduction
Proving the absence of eigenvalues of self-adjoint Schrödinger operators is intimately related to scattering theory in quantum mechanics and constitutes a by now classical research field of mathematical physics. Recent years have brought new motivations for considering non-self-adjoint operators in modern physics (including quantum mechanics) and a lot of attention has been focused on Schrödinger operator with possibly complex potentials which attracted little attention earlier.
An important exception from this state of the art is the 1966 Kato's paper [29] , where an abstract method based on the stationary scattering theory was developed for proving, among other things, the (total) absence of eigenvalues of Schrödinger operators in three and higher dimensions with suitably small complex potentials. For discrete eigenvalues the result was rediscovered by Frank in 2011 [22] (see also [23] for the inclusion of embedded eigenvalues) with help of the Birman-Schwinger principle and uniform Sobolev inequalities obtained in [31] . Yet another approach based on the method of multipliers à la Morawetz [35] was developed in [20] , where Fanelli, Vega and the second author went beyond the smallness restriction and included possibly large repulsive potentials, too. Moreover, in [19] the two-dimensional electromagnetic Schrödinger operators has been covered by the same authors. We also mention [14] where an adaptation of this method to an elasticity setting was performed by the first author.
The origin of the present work was to continue with the research of [20, 19, 14] by investigating the robustness of the method of multipliers in the setting of Schrödinger operators acting in subdomains of the Euclidean space. It turns out that the generalisation is not obvious due to the presence of boundaries, at least in the case of complex potentials. Nonetheless, in this paper we show how to adapt the method in the special setting of the half-space and obtain physically relevant conditions of the same nature as above. In order to highlight the role of boundaries, we decided to consider the field-free Schrödinger operator, but subject to general complex Robin boundary conditions. In this way, we are concerned with a sort of complex potential supported by a hyperplane of the space.
To state our main results, let us consider the upper half-space
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with any n ≥ 1, so that the boundary ∂Ω can be identified with the lower-dimensional Euclidean space R n−1 . Given an arbitrary complex-valued function α : ∂Ω → C such that α ∈ L ∞ (∂Ω), let −∆ Ω α be the m-sectorial operator in the Hilbert space L 2 (Ω) associated with the closed form
It can be shown (see Appendix A) that −∆ Ω α acts as the Laplacian in Ω and satisfies the boundary condition −u xn + α u = 0 on ∂Ω in the sense of traces, where u xn denotes the first partial derivative with respect to the nth variable in Ω. We consistently write x = (x ′ , x n ) ∈ R n−1 × R with x ′ := (x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ) for a generic point x of R n . In the self-adjoint setting, we prove the following robust result. Theorem 1.1. Let n ≥ 1 and and assume that α ∈ W 1,∞ (∂Ω; R) is such that
and x · ∇α ≤ 0.
Then
Here σ p (H) denotes the point spectrum of a closed operator H, that is, the set of eigenvalues of H. We underline that the result therefore guarantees the total absence of eigenvalues. More specifically, hypothesis (3) is an elementary way how to exclude negative (discrete) eigenvalues (in fact any negative spectrum of −∆ Ω α ), while the non-trivial absence of non-negative (embedded) eigenvalues is guaranteed by the repulsivity condition (4) . The terminology for the classification of eigenvalues in the brackets is due to the fact that, under the hypotheses (3) and (4), one has σ(−∆ Ω α ) = [0, +∞).
We also remark that the spectrum is purely continuous since, in addition to the absence of eigenvalues, the residual spectrum is always empty in the self-adjoint case. Hence, the spectrum shares the same properties with the spectrum of the unperturbed situation α = 0 corresponding to the Neumann Laplacian in the half-space.
Remark 1.1. For n = 1, the Robin problem is reduced to the half-line Ω = (0, ∞). In this situation the absence of eigenvalues is obtained just by requiring (3) and this condition is known to be also necessary.
If n ≥ 2, even the self-adjoint setting of Theorem 1.1 seems to be new. In [7] Beltita applied the Mourre theory (which is closely related to the technique behind the proof of our Theorem 1.1, see Remark 2.3) to self-adjoint Schrödinger operators on the half-space, subject to Robin boundary conditions, and obtained results about the nature of the essential spectrum (location of possible accumulations of eigenvalues, absence of singularly continuous spectrum), it is true, but the approach did not allow her to guarantee the (total) absence of eigenvalues. Let us also mention the work of Frank [21] , where he considered the special case of periodic α and established sufficient conditions which guarantee that the spectrum is purely absolutely continuous. In view of (4), our setting is rather complementary to the periodic one.
The half-space (1) can be regarded as a degenerate situation of conical domains intensively studied in recent years. In [8] the authors established an interesting Rellich-type result which guarantees the absence of non-negative eigenvalues of the Laplacian in non-convex domains of the form
subject to no specific boundary conditions. We underline that being θ > 0 this result does not cover the halfspace, in fact on the contrary, without prescribing any specific behavior of the solutions on the boundary, it is easy to construct square-integrable solutions to the eigenvalues problem in a half-space. This fact, compared with our opposite result in Theorem 1.1, stresses how spectral properties of such operators are strongly sensible to boundary conditions. Interesting results have been also obtained for complements of (6), i.e. on infinite sectors of R n . Among others works, let us quote [32] in which the discrete spectrum of self-adjoint Robin Laplacians is studied in the case of infinite planar sectors. More precisely, assuming that α is real, positive and constant, it is proved that the discrete spectrum is non-empty if and only if the sector is strictly smaller than the half-plane.
In order to state our results in the non-self-adjoint setting, we need to recall two functional inequalities which enter the assumptions below. First, let n ≥ 3 and let f and g be complex-valued functions defined on R n−1 . Then the fractional Leibnitz rule
holds true with 2 * := 2(n − 1)/(n − 2) and a positive constant C depending on the dimension n. Here the action of the fractional Laplacian is understood in a standard way via the Fourier transform (see, e.g., [34, Sec. 7] ). Indeed, (7) is a particular case of the homogeneous Kato-Ponce inequality [30] . We denote by C * the smallest constant C such that (7) holds true (unfortunately, the optimal constant does not seem to be known explicitly). Second, the fractional Sobolev embeddingsḢ
where S is a positive constant We denote by S * the smallest constant S such that (8) holds true (in this case, the optimal constant is known explicitly, see [34, Thm. 8.4] ).
Re α ≥ |Im α|.
If there exist non-negative numbers b 1 , b 2 satisfying
and
Condition (9) is a non-self-adjoint analogue of (3) ensuring in a simple way the absence of (discrete) eigenvalues in the exterior of the closed cone C := {λ ∈ C | Re λ ≥ | Im λ|}. On the other hand, as a consequence of a refined application of the method of multipliers, (11) and (12) guarantee that there are no eigenvalues (both discrete or embedded) in C. Note that (11) implies that σ ess (−∆ Ω α ) = [0, +∞), where one may take any of the customary definitions of the essential spectrum for non-self-adjoint operators (cf. [16, Sec. IX] ). At the same time, the residual spectrum is always empty as a consequence of the symmetry relation (−∆ Ω α ) * = −∆ Ω −α . Consequently, the stability result (5) again holds and the spectrum is purely continuous.
In higher dimensions, we have a more explicit result. Theorem 1.3. Let n ≥ 4 and assume that α ∈ W 1,∞ (∂Ω; C) is such that (9) and
such that
and ∀ψ ∈ H 1 (∂Ω),
Remark 1.2. Formally, the theorem holds also for dimensions n = 2, 3, but then the statement reduces to the self-adjoint situation of Theorem 1.1 (under a stronger hypothesis about the regularity of α). Indeed, the criticality of the Laplacian in dimensions 1, 2 (note that working on the boundary sets us in an (n − 1)-dimensional context) implies that condition (16) can be satisfied only in the trivial case div(x ′ Im α) = 0. But the only admissible solution α to this equation is that with Im α = 0, in which case (15) and (16) are trivially satisfied and (9) reduces to (3).
As a further application of the technique of multipliers developed to prove Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, we are also able to perform uniform resolvent estimates for −∆ Ω α , which represent an analogue of the results obtained for electromagnetic Schrödinger operators in the whole space in [4] . Theorem 1.4. Let n ≥ 3 and assume that α satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2. Then there exists a positive constant c such that, for all λ ∈ C,
where r(x) := |x| Actually, Theorem 1.4 is a direct consequence of the following stronger result, which shows that a priori estimates for solutions to the resolvent equation hold. Theorem 1.5. Let n ≥ 3 and assume that α satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2. There exists a positive constant c such that, given any
Here the auxiliary function u − is defined as follows
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we collect crucial identities on which the technique of multipliers is based. In order to lighten the presentation, we only sketch the main ideas and the complete proof is postponed to Appendix B. The technique of multipliers is then fully developed in Section 3, where we provide proofs of the main theorems presented in the introduction. In Appendix A we provide details on the definition of the Robin Laplacian −∆ Ω α and characterise its operator domain.
Preliminaries
In this preliminary section we develop the method of multipliers to provide some integral identities for solutions u to the boundary-value problem
where f : Ω → C, g : ∂Ω → C and α : ∂Ω → C are measurable functions and λ ∈ C. We shall restrict to solutions belonging to the space
and consider the weak formulation of (20) . More specifically, we say that a compactly supported u solves (20) if u ∈ D 0 and the identity
holds true for every v ∈ H 1 (R n ). Here dσ is the surface measure on ∂Ω and the boundary values are understood in the sense of traces.
The method of multipliers is based on producing several integral identities by choosing various test functions v in (21) and later combining them in a refined way. The compact support requirement is just a technical condition for the justification of the algebraic manipulations in which the test function v involve unbounded multiples of u and its derivatives (so that it is not a priori clear that the particular choice v belongs to H 1 (R n )). However, in Section 3, we shall see that any weak solution to the eigenvalue problem
can be approximated by a sequence of compactly supported functions solving an approximating boundary-value problem of the type (20) , with corrections f and g small in a suitable topology. This will enable us to exploit the results of this section to get information also for not necessarily compactly supported solutions to (22) . We stress that functions u ∈ D 0 are required to have a compact support in R n and not necessarily in Ω. This involves the convention that we use the same symbol u for u ∈ H s (Ω) with s ≥ 0 and its extension
is an extension operator (see, e.g., [1, Sec. 5.17] ). Though the existence of such an extension operator E for a general domain Ω is not trivial and deeply depends on the geometry of Ω, it is a classical result that in our particular situation (half-space) the extension operator can be built making use of a suitable reflection argument. Similarly, given a function u from the space
and its derivative u xn with respect to the last variable, we respectively use the same symbols u and u xn for the Dirichlet trace γ D u and the Neumann trace
is the Dirichlet trace map (see Appendix A for more details).
The crucial aforementioned integral identities are collected in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let n ≥ 2 and assume that f ∈ L 2 (Ω) and g ∈ L 2 (∂Ω). Then any weak solution u ∈ D 0 of (20) satisfies the following five identities:
Im
Remark 2.1. Notice that since u ∈ D 0 and α ∈ L ∞ (∂Ω), the integrals in (24)- (28) are well defined (in particular, the boundary terms make sense in virtue of Lemma A.3).
Remark 2.2. The restriction to dimensions n ≥ 2 in the lemma is just because we did not find a unified way how to write the identities in all dimensions. The analogues of (24)- (28) for the (somewhat special) case n = 1 read
)
(28') Notice also that if n = 1 then α and g are just complex numbers and Remark 2.1 applies here as well.
The proof of the previous lemma follows the standard technique of multipliers roughly described above. The initial idea goes back to Morawetz [35] (see also [36] ), who employed a combination of various choices of multipliers to study the time-decay of the Klein-Gordon equation, and the technique has been developed in several other contexts since. To name just a few among the most outstanding subsequent works exploiting this method, let us mention the seminal work [38] for the Helmholtz equation and some next generalisations [3, 4, 11] .
Concerning the Schrödinger equation we should quote [15, 13, 20, 19] and for the Dirac equation [9, 10] . Moreover we mention [14] for an adaptation of this method to an elasticity setting.
In this section, we just sketch the main ideas behind the proof of Lemma 2.1 and postpone the complete proof to Appendix B.
Sketch of the proof of Lemma 2.1. Equations (24) and (25) are obtained by choosing v := ϕu in (21), taking the real part of the resulting identity, performing some integration by parts and at last choosing ϕ(x) := 1 and ϕ(x) := |x|, respectively.
Equations (26) and (27) are derived by choosing v := ψu in (21), taking the imaginary part of the resulting identity, performing some integration by parts and at last choosing ψ(x) := 1 and ψ(x) := |x|, respectively.
Finally, choosing v := [∆, φ]u = ∆φu + 2∇φ · ∇u in (21) , taking the real part of the resulting identity, performing some integration by parts and at last choosing φ = |x| 2 together with multiplying by 1/2 the resulting identity, we obtain equation (28) . Remark 2.3. We remark that the last identity (28) is closely related to the commutator theory à la Mourre of conjugate operators (see [37] for the pioneering work and [2] for more recent developments) and the virial theorem in quantum mechanics (see [40] for a first rigorous treatment and [39, Sec. XIII.13] for an overview and further references). Indeed, with the choice above, one has v = 4iAu, where
is the usual dilation operator (i.e. the symmetrised version of the radial momentum in quantum mechanics). The algebraic manipulations described above are related to computing the formal commutator i[−∆, A] = 2(−∆), which is positive, and to taking into account the contributions of f , g and α. A refined combination with the other identities of Lemma 2.1 enables one to go beyond the standard self-adjoint setting and consider finer spectral properties, see Remark 3.2 below.
Proofs
This section is devoted to establish our main results collected in Theorems 1.1-1.5. As already underlined, their proofs share, as a starting point, the usage of the identities contained in Lemma 2.1. Hence our first step consists in approximating solutions of (20) when f = g = 0 (and in particular of (22) when f = 0) by a sequence of compactly supported functions.
Approximation by compactly supported solutions
The desired approximation is achieved by a usual "horizontal cut-off". Let ξ : [0, ∞) → [0, 1] be a smooth function such that
Given a positive number R, we set ξ R (x) := ξ(|x|R
where B R (0) stands for the open ball centered at the origin and with radius R > 0 and c > 1 is a suitable constant independent of R. For any function h : R n → C we then define the compactly supported approximating family of functions by setting
If u ∈ D is a weak solution to (20) with g = 0, it is not difficult to show that u R ∈ D 0 solves in a weak sense the following problem
where
Hereafter η denotes the outgoing unit normal to the boundary ∂Ω, namely η = (0, . . . , 0, −1). Notice that u R satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1, therefore identities (24)- (28) are available for solutions to (30) . The next easy result shows that the extra terms which originate from the introduction of the horizontal cut-off, measured with respect to a suitable topology, become negligible as R increases.
Lemma 3.1. Given u ∈ D, let f R and g R be as in (31) . Then the estimates
hold true, where lim
(The last inequality is trivial if n = 1.)
Proof. By (29) we have
n , the last two terms of the right-hand side tend to zero as R goes to infinity. Similarly,
, and again the last two terms go to zero as R approaches infinity. Furthermore,
and being u ∈ L 2 (∂Ω), the right-hand side tends to zero as R tends to infinity. Finally,
which again goes to zero as R tends to infinity because u ∈ L 2 (∂Ω).
Now we are in a position to show the total absence of eigenvalues of the Robin Laplacian. Let us start by considering the self-adjoint situation.
3.2 Self-adjoint setting: Proof of Theorem 1.1
Let −∆ Ω α be self-adjoint, which is equivalent to requiring that the boundary function α is real-valued. Consequently, the spectrum of −∆ Ω α is real, in particular any eigenvalue λ ∈ R. Let u ∈ D(−∆ Ω α ) be any solution to the eigenvalue equation −∆ Ω α u = λu. The strategy of our proof is to show that, under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, u is necessarily identically zero. We split the proof into two cases: λ ≥ 0 and λ < 0.
• Case λ ≥ 0.
The solution u belongs to D and solves (22) in the weak sense. Then u R ∈ D solves (30) with f R = 0. Taking the difference (28)−(24), one gets
An integration by parts in the last term on the first line yields the crucial identity
Now we want to pass to the limit R → ∞ in this identity. We start by estimating the terms on the second line of (33) . Let us set
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the estimates in Lemma 3.1 (here f = 0), we have
Consequently, by the dominated convergence theorem and (32), we see that I 1 and I 2 vanish as R → ∞. For the terms on the third line of (33), we write
Making again use of the Cauchy-Schwarz and of the estimates in Lemma 3.1, we obtain
Notice that u ∈ D guarantees that the boundary traces γ D u and γ D ∇u belong to L 2 (∂Ω). Consequently, using again the dominated convergence theorem and (32), we see that also I 3 and I 4 vanish as R → ∞.
Summing up, sending R → ∞ in (33), the right-hand side of the identity tends to zero. Using additionally the dominated convergence theorem for the first two terms on the left-hand side and the monotone convergence theorem for the third term (recall (4)), we finally get the virial-type identity
Being λ ≥ 0 and using hypothesis (4), we obtain ∇u = 0. Consequently, u = 0.
• Case λ < 0.
Identity (24) reads
Sending R → ∞ and estimating the terms involving f R and g R as I 1 and I 3 above, the dominated convergence theorem yields
(In fact, this identity is just
, the passage through the compactly supported regularisation was not necessary in this case.) Being λ < 0 and using the hypothesis (3), we again obtain u = 0.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1. Now we turn to the non-self-adjoint situation.
Non-self-adjoint setting: Auxiliary results
Before moving on in the proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, we first present some preliminary results that will be used in the sequel.
To begin with, we recall the following Hardy inequalities on the half-space.
(Inequality (35) holds also for n = 2.)
Proof. The inequalities are well known in the case Ω = R n . For the sake of completeness, we show that the standard proof extends to the present situation of Ω being the half-space. Noticing that if n ≥ 2 then
, it is enough to prove the inequalities for functions ψ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R n \ {0}). Then one has
Reintegrating the previous identity over Ω and integrating by parts, we get
Since the left-hand side is positive and observing that x · η = 0 on ∂Ω, we arrive at (34) . Inequality (35) can be proved similarly.
Given any complex number λ and complex-valued functions α ∈ L ∞ (∂Ω) and f ∈ L 2 (Ω), let us now consider
in the weak sense of (21) with g = 0. The following lemma represents the crucial tool in this section.
Lemma 3.3. Let n ≥ 2 and assume that u ∈ D is a weak solution to (36) with 0 < |Im λ| ≤ Re λ. Then |x||∇u − | 2 ∈ L 1 (Ω) and the inequality
holds true with u − being defined as in (19) and
Proof. To begin with, we consider the compactly supported approximating sequence u R as introduced in Section 3.1. Then the proof follows after a precise combination of the identities contained in Lemma 2.1 once they are re-stated in terms of u R , f R and g R , where f R and g R are defined in (31) . Let us start our algebraic manipulations by taking the sum
This gives
Recalling the definition (19) , one observes that
and therefore
Reintegrating (40) over Ω, we obtain
Adding equation (25) multiplied by (Re λ) −1/2 |Im λ| to (38) , plugging (41) and using again (40), we get
In order to estimate the first line of (42), we use the weighted Hardy inequality (35) . Then from (35) and the fact that |u R | = |u
In order to deal with the third line of (42), we recall (39) and write 2 Re
Plugging (43) and (44) in (42) and using again (39) also to treat the terms involving f R in the last but three line of (42) and the terms involving g R in the last line of (42), one gets
Estimating the right-hand side of (45) by means of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 3.1, and letting R go to infinity with help of the monotone and dominated convergence theorems, one gets the thesis.
Remark 3.1. Using the identities of Remark 2.2, one can easily check that if n = 1, then (42) reads (after using (39) for the term involving f R and g R and passing to the limit R → ∞)
Hence, all the boundary terms appearing in (42) disappear, but there shows up a new boundary term, namely − 1 2 (Re λ) −1/2 |Im λ||u| 2 (0), coming from 25'. The negative sign of this extra term does not allow to get in n = 1 the same result as the one stated in Theorem 1.2 obtained in higher dimensions n ≥ 3.
Remark 3.2. Let us underline that in the non-self-adjoint situation the introduction of the auxiliary function u − is crucial in order to guarantee the absence of eigenvalues also inside the cone {λ ∈ C | |Im λ| < Re λ}.
As far as we know, the first appearance of u − in the literature goes back to the work by Eidus [17] in 1962 concerning the electromagnetic Helmholtz equation
where V : R n → R and A : R n → R n . Here the author, studying deeply the equation (46) in the regime Im λ = 0 where no uniqueness is guaranteed in general, singled out among the solutions the one that is the most interesting from a physical point of view. More specifically, he looked for a solution satisfying the so-called Sommerfeld radiation conditions
whose physical meaning is the absence of any sources of oscillation at infinity. Notice that (47) is nothing but requiring that
In 1972, aligned with Eidus, Ikebe and Saito devoted the greater part of their work [27] to the justification of the limit absorption principle for (46), which followed from the proof of suitable a priori estimates for the selected solution u − . The main step forward of this work was that the authors, in order to get the aforementioned a priori estimates for u − , recognised the need to combine in a suitable algebra identities resulting from both the choice of "symmetric" and "anti-symmetric" multipliers (in the spirit of those used in the proof of Lemma 2.1). This novelty in the method of multipliers paved the way for what it grew up to become a baseline technique in the matter of resolvent estimates and which inspired a considerable literature on related topics in partial differential equations afterward. Unfortunately, this improvement upon the commutator method (cf. Remark 2.3) does not seem to be well known in the spectral-theoretic community.
We also give the following variant of Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.4. Let n ≥ 2 and assume u ∈ D is a weak solution to (36) with 0 < |Im λ| ≤ Re λ.
holds true.
Proof. As a starting point we consider inequality (45) in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Defining
which appears on the third line of (45), we write J = J 1 + J 2 with
Integrating by parts in J 1 gives
Using the latter in (45) and estimating the right-hand side of the resulting identity by means of the CauchySchwarz inequality and Lemma 3.1, then (48) follows after passing to the limit R → ∞ with help of the monotone and dominated convergence theorems.
The following homogeneous trace-type result will be also useful in the proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
Lemma 3.5. Let n ≥ 1 and u ∈ H 1 (Ω). Then the following estimate
holds true, where u(0) denotes the trace of u on the boundary ∂Ω.
Proof. In order to prove (49) we use the so-called harmonic extension argument introduced by Caffarelli and Silvestre in their pioneering work [12] related to trace-type results in connection with fractional Sobolev spaces. More specifically, given f : R n−1 → C, as a particular case of [12, Eq. (3.7)], one easily gets the following identity
where U is the harmonic extension of f to the upper half-space, i.e. U : Ω → C is such that
Observe that being U a harmonic function, it minimises the Dirichlet functional
over the set of function F : Ω → C such that the trace of F on the boundary, denoted by F (0), satisfies F (0) = f. As a consequence, one has
Finally, taking f := u(0) and F := u in the previous inequality yields the thesis. The strategy is again to show that, under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, u is necessarily identically zero. Similarly to the self-adjoint setting, we split the proof into two cases: |Im λ| ≤ Re λ and |Im λ| > Re λ.
• Case |Im λ| ≤ Re λ.
As a starting point we consider inequality (37) in Lemma 3.3 with f = 0, which reads as follows:
We want to estimate the following term in (50):
To this aim, we introduce the sesquilinear form
with suitable functions f, g : R n−1 → C. By virtue of the Plancherel theorem and the Cauchy Schwarz inequality, we have
where the inner product ·, · L 2 (R n−1 ) is assumed to be conjugate linear in the second argument, F x ′ denotes the Fourier transform with respect to the (n − 1)-dimensional variable x ′ and ξ ′ stands for the dual variable. Applying (51) to I = 2 Re T (u − (0), u − (0)), we obtain the preliminary estimate
Let us now consider the term h u − (0) Ḣ1/2 (R n−1 ) , where we abbreviate h := x ′ α. Using the fractional Leibniz rule (7) and the Sobolev embedding (8) , one gets
Using the previous estimate in (52), we obtain
where in the last inequality we have used the hypotheses (11) and (12) . Using additionally (49) for u − in (53), one gets
Using the last estimate in (50), we get
Since we are assuming (9), we have Re α ≥ 0, so discarding non-negative terms, we obtain
By virtue of (10), it follows that u − and so u are identically equal to zero.
• Case |Im λ| > Re λ.
Using Lemma 2.1 for the approximating sequence u R , let us now consider the sum (24) ± (26), which gives
Estimating the terms involving f R and g R as I 1 and I 3 in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 3.2 and letting R → ∞, by the dominated convergence theorem, one gets
Using hypothesis (9) one easily gets
Therefore Re λ ± Im λ ≥ 0 unless u = 0. But since |Im λ| > Re λ we conclude that u = 0.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
3.5 Non-self-adjoint setting: Proof of Theorem 1.3
As above, let u ∈ D(−∆ Ω α ) be any solution to the eigenvalue equation −∆ Ω α u = λu. The proof is again split into two cases: |Im λ| ≤ Re λ and |Im λ| > Re λ. Since the latter can be treated exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1.2 in Section 3.4, here we consider only the former.
As a starting point we consider inequality (48) in Lemma 3.4 with f = 0, namely
In order to estimate the following term in (54)
we introduce the sesquilinear form
with suitable functions f, g : R n−1 → C and use an interpolation result. Firstly, by virtue of the Hölder and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities and by using hypothesis (15), we get
Second, making instead use of an integration by parts, we also have
and consequently employing the Hölder and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities with help of (15) and (16), one has
An interpolation between (55) and (56) gives
.
Hence, it follows that
where in the last inequality we have used the Caffarelli-Sylvester extension (49). Now, plugging (57) into (54), we have
Since we are assuming (9), we have Re α ≥ 0. Using additionally (13) and discarding non-negative terms, we obtain
By virtue of (14), it follows that u − and so u are identically equal to zero and this conclude our proof.
Now we turn to the resolvent estimates contained in Theorems 1.4 and 1.5.
Resolvent estimates: Auxiliary result
The proof of Theorem 1.5 (in fact also of Theorem 1.2) in the case λ = 0, or more generally if Im λ = 0, can be proved easily proceeding as in the self-adjoint framework, in other words there is no need to introduce the auxiliary function u − . Therefore, from now on, we will assume without loss of generality |Im λ| > 0. We shall need the following a priori L 2 -bound for weak solutions to (36) .
Lemma 3.6. Let n ≥ 1 and assume that u ∈ D is a weak solution to (36) . Then the estimate
Proof. Since we want to make use of Lemma 2.1, we again consider the compactly supported approximation u R introduced in Section 3.1. Recall that u R solves (30) . Identity (26) reads
Estimating the right-hand side by making use of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 3.1 and passing to the limit R → ∞, by means of the dominated convergence theorem, one gets
Multiplying the previous by sgn(Im λ) we obtain (58).
Resolvent estimates: Proof of Theorem 1.5
Let u ∈ D(−∆ Ω α ) be any solution to the resolvent equation (−∆ Ω α − λ)u = f . We split the proof into two cases: |Im λ| ≤ Re λ and |Im λ| > Re λ. In order to save space we write · instead of · L 2 (Ω) ; the norms in other spaces will be written explicitly.
We start by estimating the individual terms on the right-hand side of the key identity (37), namely
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the Hardy inequality (34) and by using that |u| = |u − |, we have
At the same time,
where we have used that |f − | = |f |. Finally, using (58), the fact that |Im λ| ≤ Re λ, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the Hardy inequality (34) and |u| = |u − |, we obtain
Summing up, the right-hand side of (37) can be estimated as follows:
Given ε, δ > 0 and making use of the Young inequality, one has
Consequently,
As in the proof of Theorem 1.2 in Section 3.4, we have
Using these estimates and (59) in (37), we get
Since we are assuming (9), we particularly have (n − 1) Re α − 1 2 |Im α| ≥ 0 and Re α ≥ 0. Therefore discarding non-negative terms, we have
Choosing ε, δ small enough and using that (10) holds, estimate (17) is proved.
After passing to the limit R → ∞ making use of the estimates in Lemma 3.1, one gets
If Im λ = 0 then in particular Re λ < 0 and estimate (18) follows easily from the previous identity. If Im λ = 0, we use the L 2 -control (58). Consequently, since |Im λ| > Re λ, after using the Cauchy-Schwarz and the Hardy inequality (34), we have
By hypothesis (9), the desired estimate (18) follows.
Resolvent estimates: Proof of Theorem1.4
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem1.4 as a corollary of Theorem 1.5. If |Im λ| ≤ Re λ, then
where we have used (17) , the fact |u − | = |u| and the Hardy inequality (34) . If |Im λ| > Re λ, using (18) and again the Hardy inequality (34), we also arrive at
This concludes the proof.
A The Robin Laplacian
For the convenience of the reader, here we provide details on the rigorous definition of the Robin Laplacian in the half-space Ω as an m-sectorial operator in L 2 (Ω) and characterise its operator domain. Given α ∈ L ∞ (∂Ω; C), let us consider the quadratic form h α introduced in (2) . We consider h α as a perturbation of h 0 , i.e., we write h α = h 0 + a with
Observe that h 0 is a densely defined, non-negative and closed form in L 2 (Ω). In fact, h 0 is associated with the (self-adjoint) Neumann Laplacian in L 2 (Ω). We claim that the form a is relatively bounded with respect to h 0 with the relative bound less than one, i.e., D(h 0 ) ⊆ D(a) (which is trivially true in our case) and there exist two real constants a < 1 and b such that
To check this inequality, we shall use two results. First, we employ the following interpolation result (the reader is referred to [25, Thm. 3.30] for a proof).
Lemma A.1. Let −∞ < s 1 < s < s 2 < ∞ and s = (1 − θ)s 1 + θs 2 with 0 < θ < 1.
Then, for any ε > 0 and any u ∈ H s2 (R n ), there exists a positive constant c ε such that
Second, using the existence and boundedness of the extension operator E : H s (Ω) → H s (R n ) for s ≥ 0, a simple application of the previous result yields the following lemma.
Lemma A.2. Let 0 ≤ s < t < ∞. Then for any ε > 0 and u ∈ H t (Ω), there exists a positive constant c ε such that u
With these preliminaries, the proof of (60) goes as follows. Let u ∈ H 1 (Ω). Fixing 1/2 < s < 1, using the validity of the embedding H s (∂Ω) ֒→ L 2 (∂Ω) for 0 < s ≤ 1, the continuity of the Dirichlet trace operator γ D : H s (Ω) → H s−1/2 (∂Ω) for any 1/2 < s < 3/2 as well as the inequality stated in Lemma A.2 for t = 1, one has
Choosing ε > 0 such that cε α L ∞ (∂Ω) < 1, then (60) follows. As a consequence of the validity of (60), the sum h α = h 0 + a is densely defined, closed and sectorial due to the stability result [28 
is the sesquilinear form associated with the quadratic form h α and we use the convention that inner products are conjugate linear in the second argument. The operator −∆ Ω α is called the Robin Laplacian (the terminology is justified by Theorem A.1 below). Now we turn to the description of the domain of the m-sectorial operator −∆ Ω α . In order to do that, let us recall some preliminary basic facts on traces of functions from Sobolev spaces (if Ω is an open, bounded, non-empty and Lipschitz domain, these results can be found in [24] , in the case of the half-space the proof follows a similar strategy). Let η be the outward pointing normal unit vector to ∂Ω, the Dirichlet trace map γ
respectively. The constraint 1/2 < s < 3/2 is usually too restrictive for applications, hence one is interested in extending the action of γ D and γ N to other settings. Moving in this direction it has been proved that for any s > −3/2 the restriction-to-boundary operator γ 0 D extends to a linear bounded operator
is equipped with the natural graph norm u → u H 1/2 (Ω) + ∆u H s (Ω) . With this result at hand, the next lemma easily follows. 
in a bounded fashion when the space u ∈ H 3/2 (Ω) ∆u ∈ L 2 (Ω) is equipped with the natural graph norm
holds true for all v ∈ H 1 (Ω).
Now we are in position to prove the following result, which in particular states that the Robin Laplacian indeed acts as the (weak) Laplacian and satisfies the Robin boundary conditions (in the sense of traces).
Proof. Even though the proof of this result follows a standard scheme (see, e.g., [24] or [26] ), we will provide it for the sake of completeness (see also [5, Rem. 7.5 ii)] and [6, Thm. 3.5] for the proof of a slightly more general result in the case of bounded domains performed using the technique of boundary triples).
Recall the definition of the space D given in (23) . As a starting point we prove that
By definition, equation (62) 
(which follows by adapting the argument provided in [24] to the half-space) gives the claim. Now observe that for any u ∈ D(−∆
On the other hand, taking
and hence (63) follows. Going further, suppose that u ∈ D(−∆ Ω α ), since we have proved that then u ∈ D, hence (61) holds. Using also (63) and compute
is onto and via the density of
Next, assume u ∈ D such that −u xn + αu = 0. Then from (61) one has
Hence u ∈ D(−∆ Ω α ) with w u := −∆u and thus
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
B Method of multipliers: Proof of Lemma 2.1
This part is concerned with the rigorous derivation of the identities (24)- (28) in Lemma 2.1. Let u ∈ D 0 solves (20) and recall that u ∈ H 1 (Ω) can be extended to a function (denoted by the same symbol) in H 1 (R n ). The boundary-value problem (20) 
(Since the support of u is compact, any locally bounded ϕ is admissible.) Using the Leibniz rule for weak derivatives we get
Taking the real part of the obtained identity and performing again an integration by parts gives
Recalling that Ω is the upper half-space (1), the outer normal η to the boundary satisfies η = (0, 0, . . . , 0, −1). Taking ϕ := 1 and ϕ := |x|, we get (24) and (25), respectively. Equation (26) and (27) are obtained as in the previous case choosing in (21) v := ψu, with ψ : R n → R being a radial function such that v ∈ H 1 (R n ). However, instead of taking the real part of the resulting identity, the imaginary part is taken. Finally, we choose ψ := 1 and ψ := |x|, respectively.
The remaining identity (28) is formally obtained by plugging into (21) the multiplier
taking the real part and integrating by parts. However, such v does not need to belong to H 1 (R n ); in fact, the unboundedness of φ does not pose any problems because the support of u is assumed to be compact, but ∇u does not necessarily belong to H 1 (R n ) (unless we strengthen the hypothesis about α, for instance to α ∈ W 1,∞ loc (∂Ω)). Our idea is to replace (64) by its regularised version
is the standard difference quotient of u (it makes sense if we recall the convention that by u ∈ H 1 (R n ) we understand the extension Eu of u ∈ H 1 (Ω), where E is the extension operator). After the second equality of (65) and in the sequel, we use the Einstein summation convention. For a moment, we proceed in a greater generality by considering φ to be an arbitrary smooth function φ : R n → R. We refer to [18, Sec. 5.8.2] or [33, Sec. 10.5] for basic facts about the difference quotients. Here we only point out the following important property, which we did not find in these references (however, cf. [33, Thm. 10.55]). For the proof, one can use the fundamental theorem of calculus and the theorem of Lusin.
holds true for every subdomain U ⊂⊂ R n .
We plug (65) into (21) and take the real part. Below, for the sake of clarity, we consider each integral of the resulting identity separately.
• Kinetic term Let us start with the "kinetic" part of (21):
Integrating by parts in K 1 gives
Now we consider K 4 . Using the formula 2 Re(ψ∂
valid for every ψ : R n → C, we write K 4 = K 4,1 + K 4,2 with (summation both over k and l)
It is well known that the integration-by-parts formula for difference quotients (see [18, Sec. 5. 
where ϕ, ψ ∈ L 2 (Ω) and δ k,n denotes the Kronecker symbol. Consequently,
At the same time, making explicit the difference quotient and changing variable in K 4,2 gives (summation both over k and l)
Now we choose the multiplier φ(x) := |x| 2 and observe that
Consequently, Using the absolutely continuity of Lebesgue integral and the L 2 -continuity of translation, one arrives at
where ε(δ) → 0 as δ → 0.
• Source term
Let us now consider simultaneously the "source" and "eigenvalue" parts of (21) , that is,
This can be written as F = F 1 + F 2 + F 3 + F 4 with Applying (66), we further split F 2 = F 2,1 + F 2,2 , where Using the integrating-by-parts formula (67), we get
Choosing φ(x) := |x| 2 in the previous identities and using (68) gives 
• Boundary-potential term
Let us now consider the contribution of the "potential" part of (21) , that is, Choosing φ(x) := |x| 2 in the previous identities and using (68) we get 
• Boundary-source term
Let us conclude by considering the "boundary-source" part of (21) , that is,
With the choice φ(x) := |x| 2 and using (68), we have
• Passing to the limit δ → 0
Now since u ∈ H 3/2 (R n ) is such that ∆u ∈ L 2 (R n ), using the continuity of the trace operator which holds true under these assumptions (see Lemma A.3) and the strong L 2 -convergence of difference quotients (see Therefore, passing to the limit δ → 0 in (21) and multiplying the resulting identity by 1/2, one obtains (28) .
This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
